
Verification + Hoare Logic
Verification - prove facts about a program
(ex. proved that well-typed programs don't get stuck)
Other forms of verification can prove more complex, interesting
things about programs
Hoare Logic
"
Sir Charles Antony Richard Hoare
(Also known for Quick sort, Null pointer, ALGOL, dining philosophers)
Prove logical assertions about programs
Programs - Remember IMP.
E ::= ñ | E+E
B::= true false | E=E
S::= skip | x:=E. | if B then Selse S/ while B do sls;s
Logical Assertions
Predicate logic
P === A 1.PnP / PvP | P | P→P IPEOP
and
Atomic props.
or not implies "it and only if
1Vx. P/ 3X.P IP(x)
for all
there exists
"It is Tuesday "n" This is C5440"
("It is Tuesday "n" It is 10:00-11:15" "In SB 104") →→"C$440"



Quantifiers
VXEZZ. AYEZ Y 7X
Make assertions about stores o
{X+0} true assertions: x=0, x=0, x>-S, ...
false
= x 70 x is oddinn
- "for any integer, x, there is an integer
y s.t. y sx"
OFP "O satisfies P" -P is true in o
FP "p is valid." -holds in any store
{x+>0} = x=0
{X->S, YH0} = X 0
F true
Ex>0x20
Making assertions about programs
Hoare triple {P} S {Q
preconditions program
↑
-post conditions
"If p holds before running s and 5 terminates, then
Q holds after running
↑
"partial correctness"
==={P}>{Q} - triple holds under o
If GFP and <0,5> to thei O'FQ
= {P3 SEQ3 - triple holds for my o that satisfies P
to, it off and <0,s>tto' then o`ER



e.q. { x=0} x =X+1
{ x=0} x==x+l
{ X=0} X  =X+\
{x>0} x:= x+1
{X203 x= x+1
{ x=1}  
{x<0}x
{X>0}   (but weaker)
{Xx0}√
{X703  
{ true } x==y/2 {zxx=y} ?
integer dir
2=0? Ok, bc. then s doesn't terminate
{{ y = 3,  z=2}, 5 >α {y=3  2=2,  x=1} X
Options: 1. Make precond. Stronger (more restrictive)
{y=k }x==y/2 {X=K}
7
"ghost variable"
2. Make post cond. weaker.
{true} x:=y/z {z*x≤y<z*(x+1)}
3. Fix the programma
{true} ???


